The averaged AOD is calculated from monthly mean values of all months during the five field campaigns shown in Table 1. 2 S2 Time series of the normalized particle number size distribution (PNSD) Figure S2 . Time series of the normalized particle number size distribution from the five field campiangs. (a)-(e) represents campaign C1-C5, respectively.
S3 Theoretical simulations of CCN, lidar backscatter, and extinction

S3.1 Aerosol model assumptions
We assume the aerosol particles act as follows:
(1) Aerosol particles are spherical, which means the simulation results are not appropriate for mineral dust.
(2) Particles are partially externally mixed and partially core-shell mixed. Only two kinds of aerosols are contained: pure black 5 carbon (BC) and BC coated by non-light-absorbing components. Note that if "#$ = 1, there exists pure BC and pure non-lightabsorbing particles. "#$ is defined with Eq. (2) in the paper.
(3) The shape of BC mass size distribution (BCMSD) remains unchanged and the amount is related to the total BC mass concentration ( &' ). The fixed distribution comes from the average BCMSD obtained from Berner impactor measurements (Ma et al., 2012) and is shown in Fig. S3 . 10 Figure S3 . Normalized size distribution of black carbon (BC) mass/volume concentration. The distribution is the average black carbon mass concentration obtained from Berner impactor measurements (Ma et al., 2012) and is normalized by the maximum value of the distribution. 
where D is diameter of the particle, &' is the density of BC. In this study, &' is assumed to be 1.5 g/cm 3 , which is also the density when retrieving "#$ . 20 (5) For each particle size, the diameters of BC cores ( <=>" ) are the same and can be derived using the following equation:
where ( ) represents particle number size distribution (PNSD).
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(6) The size-resolved κ distributions represent the bulk hygroscopicity of core-shell mixed particles, and externally mixed BC particles do not take up water.
All these assumptions above are strong and, to some extent, inconsistent with the reality, but are certified to be reasonable for calculating aerosol optical properties. Plenty of works on aerosol optical closure studies (Ma et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2012) and aerosol optical simulations Kuang et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018) have been carried out with these aerosol 5 model assumptions. In particular, Zhao et al. (2017) use the aerosol model to simulate lidar backscatter and extinction under different relative humidity (RH) conditions.
S3.2 Calculations of CCN number concentrations using κ-Köhler theroy
According to κ-Köhler theory, CCN number concentrations at a specific supersaturation level can be calculated by PNSD and size-resolved κ distribution. Based on Eq. (3), the critical supersaturation ratio required to activate a particle is decided by 10 corresponding κ and G>H . In other word, we can get a critical activation dry diameter I with a given supersaturation ratio and size-resolved κ distribution. Then CCN number concentration ''J ( ) thereby can be calculated with Eq. (S3):
where ST# correspond to the upper bounds of the measured PNSD. Note that we regard externally mixed pure BC as nonhygroscopic particles, so "#$ and &' should also be involved to calculate "#$ , which needs to be subtracted. Otherwise, 15 NCCN will be overestimated.
S3.3 Calculations of particle backscatter and extinction coefficients at different RH using κ-Köhler theroy and Mie theory
We use a modified BHMIE Fortran code and a modified BHCOAT Fortran code to calculate optical properties of homogeneous spherical particles and coated spherical particles, respectively. For a homogeneous spherical particle (i.e. externally mixed BC 20 in this study), BHMIE can calculate particle scattering and extinction efficiency ( V<T and "#$ ) and scattering phase function with given light wavelength, particle diameter, and complex refractive index. For a coated spherical particle (i.e. core-shell mixed particle), diameters and complex refractive indices of both core and shell are needed in BHCOAT. The particle backscatter and extinction coefficients we need are derived from V<T , "#$ , and scattering phase function at 180° ( ): 
where Sef and ST# correspond respectively to the lower and upper bounds of the measured PNSD, and the index i indicates the mixing state of particles, i.e. external or core-shell in this paper. Polarization of lidar emitted laser is neglected.
Complex refractive indices are essential for Mie scattering calculation. Aerosol complex refractive indices are related to chemical components, morphology, and wavelengths of light (Cotterell et al., 2017) . Both real part and imaginary part of 30 refractive indices vary a lot in real ambient environment (Shettle and Fenn, 1979) . Wavelength dependency of refractive indices 5 at wavelengths of 355 nm, 532 nm, and 1064 nm are not significant except for brown carbon (Shettle and Fenn, 1979; Bond et al., 2013) . Neglecting the effect of brown carbon in this study, we simply assume that complex refractive indices of corresponding components do not change with wavelengths. The refractive indices of BC and non-light-absorbing component (shell) are set to be 1.8+0.54i (Ma et al., 2012 ) and 1.53+10 -7 i (Wex et al., 2002) , respectively.
Concerning aerosol hygroscopicity for core-shell mixed particles, diameters of BC cores <=>" remain unchanged, and particle 5 diameters D at different RH can be calculated with Eq. (3). The refractive index of the swelling shell ( g Vh"ii ) is calculated following the volume mixing law (Hanel, 1968) :
where m g solute is the refractive index of solute (i.e. 1.53+10 -7 i in this study), m g water is the refractive index of pure water (1.33+10 Table 4 Figure S6. Relationship between uvww and other 8 parameters. Table S1 . Determine coefficients (R2) between the 9 input parameters in Table 4 . 5 
S6 Determine the tuning parameters for Random Forest model
In this study, we use the Python module RandomForestRegressor from the Python Scikit-Learn library (http://scikitlearn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestRegressor.html, last access: 18 December 2018) as the Random Forest (RF) model tool. The tuning parameters of the model are listed in Table S2 . More detailed meanings about the setting values please refer to the user guide provided by the website. 5
The most import tuning parameter in the model is the number of trees in the forest (n_estimators). The influence of n_estimators on the accuracy of retrieved CCN number concentrations is tested. Here we use the same test method as introduced in Section 4.2 in the paper. The determination coefficients (R 2 ) and the mean absolute relative error (MARE) between theoretical calculated and retrieved CCN number concentrations with different n_estimators are shown in Fig. S7 .
The accuracy of the predictions increases as n_estimators grows bigger and are insensitive when n_estimators is bigger than 10 60. Considering computational and time cost, we finally set n_estimators to 100. Table S2 . Tuning parameters and their setting values of the Python module RandomForestRegressor.
Parameter Description Values n_estimators
The number of trees in the forest 100 criterion The function to measure the quality of a split "mse" by the maximum data density of each panel. The relative error showed in the figure is mean value ± one standard deviation.
